
Recommended Reading

The Transformation of Austrian Socialism
By Kurt L. Shell. "The author takes the Austrian Socialist party and examines it thorough-
ly. The result is an excellent book in which the party emerges in wide perspective as
well as in sharp focus. The entire Austrian political system is implicated in the discussion
and, perhaps most important, Shell's analysis of the transformation of Austrian socialism
transcends in significance the purely local scene. It becomes a case study of trends to be
observed among other European socialist parties."—Ivo K. Feierabend in Western Political
Quarterly. Appendixes, bibliography. $10.00, SBN 87395-005-4

The Incredible Friendship
THE LETTERS OF EMPEROR FRANZ JOSEPH

TO FRAU KATHARINA SCHRATT

Edited by Jean de Bourgoing, translated by Evabeth M. Kienast and Robert Rie. "A preface by
Hans Kohn sets the stage for this extraordinarily readable book of letters. The romantic
friendship between Emperor Franz Joseph I and the actress Katharina Schratt had the ap-
proval of the 'third party,' Elizabeth of Austria, 'the restless Empress' herself.... The
editing and publishing of these unusual letters tell us much about mid-i oth-century Eur-
ope. They are a revelation of the social and political life of the time. The Austrian royal
family has had no better interpretation...."—Library Journal. Illustrated.

$10.00, SBN 87395-019-4

Double Eagle and Crescent
V I E N N A ' S S E C O N D T U R K I S H SIEGE A N D I T S H I S T O R I C A L S E T T I N G

By Thomas M. Barker. "Professor Barker has placed the phenomenon of the Turkish
siege of Vienna so well in the mosaic of seventeenth-century European history that the
book can serve beyond its ostensible role and scope and take its place among the best gen-
eral histories of the Continent."—Robert Schwarz in The Annals of The American Acad-
emy of Political and Social Science.

"This book should become the standard reference work on the siege of Vienna. Ex-
tensive notes, adequate index, and contemporary maps and portraits."—Choice.

$12.50, SP,NT 87395-025-9
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Social Conservatism and the Middle Classes
in Germany, 1914-1933

H E R M A N LEBOVICS

Uprooted by the war, exposed to the full brunt of economic dislocation, and fearful of losing
status in face of the growing might of big business and organized labor, the middle classes in
Weimar Germany longed for a solution to their plight that neither the capitalism nor the so-
cialism of their day could offer. This work examines the attempts of a number of scholars and
publicists—Sombart, Salin, Spann, Niekisch, Spengler, and Fried—to provide such a solution
in the form of an ideology of social conservatism. The book is "not only a pioneering study
of socioeconomic and political thought in a crucial period, but at the same time a fundamental
contribution to the study of the origins of fascism"—Karl D. Bracket $8.50

The Genesis of German Conservatism
KLAUS EPSTEIN

" . . .a compendious work of synthesis which not only dazzles by its superb bibliographic and
interpretive mastery, but which presents German history between 1770 and 1806 with a
wholly new clarity." National Review $17.50

The Outlawed Party
Social Democracy in Germany, 1878-1890

V E R N O N L. L1DTKE

"Using fresh sources and a legend-free approach, Vernon Lidtke re-examines the influence
of the illegal years upon the Social Democrats' attitude toward democracy, parliamentarism,
and revolution. The most valuable of his new material is the largely unpublished correspon-
dence of several party leaders." American Historical Review $10.00
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